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From the Archangelic Realm of Michael this is Michael and We come to you as
you are now moving into a new aspect of your life and as you move into your
month of September you are coming to a crossroads. It is a crossroads within you
energetically. We have told you that new energies will be infiltrating your third
dimensional dense population and it will shift and change the molecular structure
of many. Old habit, patterns and behaviors will shift as well as the old mindset and
old conditioning. The old in your life will be uprooted. We use the term old in a
general sense as it pertains to you, your country, your political, corporate and
governmental systems.
As this energy is moving into your earthly plain, it is beginning to dredge up the old
in your life in the microcosm and the old in the macrocosm of the third
dimensional realm. It is building to a crescendo and you are just beginning in your
month of September to allow this. It is important to allow this to transpire. Can you
allow what is transpiring in your to transpire? What may be surfacing within you,
are you trying to control it? There are shifts and changes happening in your
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual bodies. Are you fighting this? Many are
realizing how much time they send in their mental body trying to control that is
transpiring in your life and what is transpiring outside of you.
By trying to control everything, you are coming up against roadblocks. And what
many are realizing now is they cannot control anything. It is now important to
move into the ebb and flow of life in your heart space. Whatever may transpire
within you physically can you move gently with it? Can you nurture yourself
through it? As these energies come in they are moving in to the core, to the depth
of you. Core wounds are being unearthed, as well as old habits, patterns and
rituals. In many ways it is raising your awareness and consciousness to these old
behaviors as you never have before. Each and everyone of you is moving to a
consciousness that you never realized before. You are raising the bar of your
consciousness. What transpires with this is you are raising the level of taking
responsibility for yourself. As you raise your consciousness of self, your
consciousness of your old habits, patterns and behaviors, you become more self
responsible. You are moving from the inner child controlling, in charge of and
running your life to the adult space.

The by product of these energies that are moving in now, is in the personal aspect
of your life. They are moving deeper within your subconscious and they are
beginning to unearth the truth of who you are. The energies will move many to a
great sense of loving, honoring and valuing themselves more deeply. You are
moving and raising your consciousness to a level that has never existed before for
you. Many are becoming quite sensitive to what is transpiring within you and in
the world. Many are moving out of opposing and fighting what is transpiring in the
world. Not so much accepting what is transpiring but you are releasing the charge
in relation to what is transpiring in the world and now seeing a more powerful and
gracefulness within you. You may be realizing what is yours to do in relation to
what is transpiring in the world and what is transpiring within you. Many are now
seeing a mirror reflected back to them by others and thus moving to a greater level
of consciousness they have never experienced before. You may be moving into a
more neutral place within you now and opening your heart space in an adult
capacity. With this, you allow the nurturing the wounds of the child and allow the
wounded child to be there and this simply reminds you the adult, that there is more
work to do with your wounding. And thus come to to a place of greater self
acceptance and more loving of self.
This is what is transpiring as these energies move into your third dimensional realm
that began in August and through September and October to build the foundation
of a new energetic structure in the third dimensional realm. What you are also
seeing in the world outside of you is a continuation of these energies bringing to
the surface more unrest, anger, disruption, untruth and truth.
As these energies move in within you, they initially will connect with your
emotional body and begins to stir it up. With this, many are now feeling feelings
they never have before and allowing these feelings to move to the surface. For
those who have been in a personal process, you have many tools and know how to
use them. It is also important to connect with others to support and guide you
through a most crucial time as you move through September, October and into
November. There will be a leveling off period as you move into the month of
December.
As these energies move into the earthly plain, for the individual, they move in and
down the back of your spine into the first chakra. What is remaining there will
begin to unravel. The energy will begin to unravel in your first chakra and then
move upward in the second, third and so on. Right now in September the energy is
unraveling the old of the first chakra. Because of this many are feeling
anunrestfulness. Many are feeling feelings they have never felt before and find they
are allowing themselves to feel. The feelings that have been repressed and
suppressed in the first chakra region are the deep core feelings of the wounded
child in relationship with the condition from mom and dad.

Many now are moving in and finding a very angry and restless wounded child. It is
as if the wounded child is walking around in a cage and trying to get out of it. This
represents that each and every one of you is realizing the cage that you have been
in regarding self expression, regarding being yourself, and moving into the adult.
These energies will move in and move to the core of your first chakra. They move
in a counter clockwise fashion to bring up the old memories, feelings, memories
and visions perhaps to unleash the core repressed and suppressed feelings of the
wounded child. If in fact you have been in a personal process, you may realize
that you at times project those feelings outside of you. It is most important to utilize
your tools. Allow yourself to have your feelings, nurture yourself though them and
not project them out in the world.
As this is simultaneously happening for everyone, what you see in your outside
world are those feelings, the rage, the suppressed anger coming out. You are seeing
this in those you deem your mythical leaders. This is the unleashing of the
wounded child out into the world. Many are unleashing the anger, the frustration,
the sadness of the wounded child and projecting it out into the world. See where
this may be transpiring within you at this time. For those who have been in a
personal process, you know how to use your tools. Many finding tools that have
been dormant in your tool box.
These energies are intense which will translate into your feelings being intense.
Each of you is feeling the intenseness of these energies in various ways and it is
affecting your physical beingness. This is because the energies are moving in and
dislodging the memories located in your physical body most notably in your first,
second and third chakra regions. So as you move through September these energies
will move in in a counter clockwise fashion undoing, if you allow it, the repressed
and suppressed feelings and memories in the first chakra then move into the
second, third and eventually into your heart space.
You are moving through a turbulent time in your third dimensional realm and you
can see this in your world outside of you. Look to see if there is turbulence in your
life right now. Do you continue to ruminate in your mental body trying to control
everything? Or now simply allow yourself the freedom to nurture yourself and
utilize your tools by allowing the memories, the feelings, and the conditioning to
be dislodged within you. These energies are moving into your first chakra to remix the energies of the first chakra region. The first phase of this is beginning in
your month of September.
These energies hit at the end of your month of August and many are feeling feelings
they have not felt before. Feelings in aspects of the physical body are surfacing they
have never felt before. Many are feeling unsettled and unsafe because your first
chakra is about your place in the world, it is where your creative and sexual energy

is as well as your identity. Many are feeling as if they don’t know who they are
because their old identity is based on their sexual energy their direct connection to
mom and dad is being shifted. Many are feeling and unsense of self, not quite
knowing who they are. Asking the question; What is my identity? The energies that
are moving in are shifting this.
Many during each and every day are moving out of their body. These energies are
shifting the resonance and vibration of your physical beingness and many are
feeling a lightness as they move out into the world as if they are not really there.
They are seeing what is transpiring in the third dimensional realm but they are not
part of it, not of it. They are walking around feeling ungrounded in the third
dimensional energy. This is because you are shifting into a multi-dimensional
being and this is what these energies will be supporting, guiding and helping you to
do.
For those who are accepting these energies, for those who these energies are
intended for, it is about releasing your attachments to and engagements in the third
dimensional realm. Many are beginning to feel that they are not of the world.
When they walk out of their dwellings and look outside they feel like they are in a
haze and not quite part of what is going on. This is part of the assimilation process
of these energies. It is also part of the process of detaching yourself energetically to
the third dimensional realm. Feelings will surface and there is an unease will
transpire as well.
As you move through this, it is most important that you nurture yourself and move
more slowly through life. Because these energies are moving in may are not feeling
the urgency to do and keep on doing. These energies are helping you to be, be
where you are and who you are. No longer needing to prove who you are to others
through your sexual energy, to show the sexual prowess of who you are.
It is about moving in a step by step process between and your month of November
as these energies move in and shift and change your life. Your suppressed and
repressed feelings are surfacing and your seeing this as well in your third
dimensional realm. What you see transpiring in the third dimensional realm is the
anger of the wounded child that has been repressed and suppressed for so long
acted out and modeled.
As you move into your month of September it is important to heed this information
and use it as you please.

